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Item 6c: Current and recent key applications 

Purpose 

1. To highlight to AONB Partnership Committee members a range of strategic development and 

development management matters of particular note. 

Recent applications of particular note 

2. 2167/19/FUL Gara Rock Hotel East Portlemouth, 8 additional holiday units within Gara Rock Resort. 

Associated impacts on the undeveloped coast, Heritage Coast and Deckler’s Cliff Scheduled 

Monument 

3. 19/00990/FUL Land At Bovisand Road Staddiscombe Plymouth, Conversion of two barns to 2 no. 

dwellings. Unsympathetic conversion on the skyline/settlement edge that will result in change in 

character from agricultural to industrial/residential on the edge of Plymouth administrative area. 

4. 3627/19/ARM Land at SX857508, Townstal Road Dartmouth, Approval of reserved matters for 

layout, scale, appearance and landscaping for 116 dwellings 

5. 3612/19/FUL Telecommunication Mast Wembury Point, Removal of co mount SSR antenna. 

Installation of replacement SSR (co-operative) radar. Comprising new steel lattice 15 metre tower, 

with new SSR antenna overall height 18 metre, and new ground equipment cabin. 

6. P/2017/1133 Land To The South Of White Rock, Paignton. Outline application for residential led 

development of up to 373 dwellings, principle of a public house, primary school with nursery. 

7. A full list of planning cases the AONB Unit has been involved in over the last six month period is 

provided for information purposes in Item 8a. 

Recent appeal cases of note in the South Devon AONB 

8. Appeal Ref: APP/K1128/W/18/3215689 South Barton Farm, Veasy Park, Wembury PL9 0ES. An 

outline application for the erection of 15 no. dwelling houses with all matters reserved save for 

access and layout.  

9. The Appeal was conducted via written representations and was dismissed. The main issues were: 

• the effect of the development on the character and appearance of the area, with particular 

regard to the natural beauty of the South Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB); 

• the effect on the living conditions of future occupants with particular regard to the proximity of 

farming activities; and 

• whether the proposal makes adequate provision for mitigating the effect of development on 

infrastructure in the locality. 

10. In respect of the first main issue the Inspector concluded: 

31. Having regard to the Framework I find that the development of agricultural land on the 
scale proposed at the edge of a settlement the size of Wembury, that would cause harm to 
the natural beauty of the AONB should be regarded as a major development. Given the 
weight that I attribute to the other considerations, in particular that there is no compelling 
need for the development in respect of housing delivery, and the detrimental effect on the 
landscape, the exceptional circumstances test at Framework paragraph 172 would not be 
passed. 
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32. Even if I am wrong about the scale of the development, in light of the weight that I 
attribute to the other considerations and potential benefits of the proposal, the great weight 
that must be given to conserving and enhancing scenic beauty means that the harm to the 
AONB is decisive in this case. The proposal would, therefore, conflict with the Framework, 
read as a whole. 

 

Recent appeal cases elsewhere relevant to the South Devon AONB 

11. Appeal Ref: APP/W1850/W/19/3225309 Dymock Road, Ledbury HR8 2HT.  An outline application for 

the erection of up to 420 dwellings with public open space, land for community facilities, 

landscaping and sustainable drainage system (SuDS) with all matters reserved save for access. 

12. The Appeal was conducted via an inquiry and was dismissed. The main issues included: 

• The effect of the development proposed on the character and appearance of the area, including 

the landscape setting of the settlement and the setting of the Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty (AONB). 

13. The following extracts from the appeal decision are particularly pertinent to several current 

proposals for large scale housing development located in the setting of the South Devon AONB. It 

should also be noted that Herefordshire Council did not have a five year housing supply at the time 

of the decision: 

25. The Council’s particular concern with regard to the setting of the AONB relates to views 
across the appeal site from the west. From Dymock Road, although the community facilities 
would be in the foreground when approaching Ledbury, the housing would be visible in the 
context of AONB, particularly that on the higher slopes of the appeal site. While the planting 
would provide some screening in the longer term, this would be less effective in the 
wintertime and would be limited along the majority of the southern boundary where the 
housing would be particularly prominent. 

 
26. Users of Dymock Road would be drivers, and therefore have a lower level of sensitivity. 
Furthermore, Dymock Road is a minor road. However, it is still a route that is used to access 
Ledbury from the south, where I have found the sensitivity of the landscape to be medium to 
high given its relationship to the AONB, and the landscape features it contains. 

 
27. Viewpoints from Durnlow Common and Marcle Ridge on the Hereford Trail have been 
identified within the Malvern Hills AONB Views Project as being a Special View Corridor 
(Viewpoint 20) and an Exceptional View Corridor (Viewpoint 21). I saw that the relationship 
between Ledbury and the AONB, and the particular contribution to setting made by the 
juxtaposition of high and low ground, including the appeal site, could be readily appreciated 
from these viewpoints. The PPG6 states that land within the setting of an AONB often makes 
an important contribution to maintaining their natural beauty, and where poorly located or 
designed development can do significant harm. This is especially the case where long views 
from or to the designated landscape are identified as important as is the case here. 

 
28. I saw that even though the viewpoints are 7-8 km from the appeal site, both it and the 
Barratt’s site are visible, although the latter appeared contained within the existing urban 
influence of Ledbury. However, the quantum of development on the appeal site, would 
extend the settlement to a significant degree to the south, creating a large suburban mass of 
built form that would replace the current open setting of the AONB to a considerably harmful 
degree. There is minimal space allocated for planting to the west of the appeal site and 
therefore, even in the long term and with a careful choice of a materials palette, the housing 
would be visible in the landscape from these important viewpoints. 
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29. The Malvern Hills AONB Management Plan states that if the quality of the setting 
declines then the appreciation and enjoyment of the AONB diminishes. I appreciate that 
views from the west are just one part of the wider setting of the AONB. However, given the 
particular contribution the appeal site and its surroundings make to its setting, then the 
proposed development would lead to material harm to that setting. 

 
107. There would be improved surface water management and biodiversity enhancement. 
Furthermore, the environment within which the three protected trees on the site are located 
would be improved. Nonetheless, even with these benefits I have found that the proposal 
would be harmful to the character and appearance of the area, including the landscape 
setting of the settlement and the setting of the Malvern Hills AONB through its large scale 
encroachment into the open countryside and loss of features characteristic of the local area, 
which would be contrary to the environmental role of planning to which I give substantial 
weight. 

 

Recommendations 

14. The Partnership Committee is recommended to: 

i. Note recent and current levels of designated landscape development management advice 

required from the South Devon AONB Unit. 

ii. Continue to alert the AONB Manager at the earliest possible opportunity to cases where 

protected landscape matters are pertinent and share views on live applications.  

 
 


